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Fagor Industrial fits out kitchen for the stars of 
the Athletic Club de Bilbao 

 
 These facilities will simplify the working dynamics of the Athletic Club 

dining room, streamlining daily routines.  
 

 Three areas have been fitted out in the project: the dining room, kitchen 
and storeroom. 

 
 

 
 
 
Oñati, Gipuzkoa, 16 July 2014. - Fagor Industrial, a Spanish company leader in the provision 
of integral solutions for the hotel and catering, and laundry industries, has fitted out the dining 
room of the first team of the Athletic Club football club, using a full range of machinery, to create 
a space that meets the needs of the Club. 
 
Located in Lezama (Bizkaia), this installation forms part of the building renovations that the first 
team are having done in the Club's Sports City. The renovation affects three areas: the dining 
room, kitchen and storeroom.  
 
A buffet unit, finished in white Formica, and with a matching Silestone worktop has been installed 
in the dining room area. This area has a cold zone, a hot zone and a neutral zone so that the 
meals on offer to the players every day is in optimum conditions when it reaches them. In 
addition, the same zone is equipped with a display cabinet, with a capacity of 600 litres.  
 
 
The kitchen area has a Bain Marie, two vitroceramic hobs, two electric roasting griddles, a wall-
mounted extraction hood and a snack bench. In addition, an Advance generation oven has been 
installed to obtain maximum professional quality and high precision cooking. The installation, 
designed and fitted out by Fagor Industrial, is finished with a custom-made unit in the kitchen 

http://www.fagorindustrial.com/
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area, a special table with a sink, also custom-made, and two wall-mounted work tables with a 
grey Silestone worktop and a white Formica front. 
 
As well as the kitchen and the dining room, Fagor Industrial has also fitted out the storeroom. 
The machinery installed in this area of the Athletic Club now includes a refrigerated cabinet from 
the Snack series and a sink with frame.  
 
LKS Ingeniería is responsible for the technical management of these facilities, directed by 
Claudia Mayor and Patxi Buruaga, the project managers. This has enabled the simple 
functioning of each of the processes carried out to provide a good service, up to the standards of 
the Athletic Club. 
 
“The facilities installed will help to simplify work routines and can save time and money. In 
addition, this installation has maximised the use of space, thus making the daily work routines 
easier, by offering an optimum service”, declares Aitor Urbaneja, sales representative for the 
Northern region of Fagor Industrial. “It has been an honour for us to take part in the fitting out of 
the Athletic Club dining room and to be able offer them a space which meets the Club's 
requirements”, states Urbaneja. 
 

 
For further information: 
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